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Summary 
Public sex is a term used to describe various forms of sexual practice that take place in 
public, including cruising, cottaging (sex in public toilets) and dogging. Public sex has a long 
history and wide geography, especially for sexual minorities excluded from pursuing their 
sex lives in private, domestic spaces. Social science research has long studied public sex 
environments (PSEs) and analysed the sexual cultures therein, providing a rich set of 
representations that continue to provide important insights today. Public sex is often legally 
and morally contentious, subject to regulation, rendered illicit and illegal (especially, but not 
exclusively, in the context of same-sex activities). Legal and policing practices therefore 
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produce another important mode of representation, while undercover police activities 
utilizing surveillance techniques have depicted public sex in order to regulate it. Legal and 
moral regulation is frequently connected to news media coverage, and there is a rich archive 
of press representations of public sex that play a significant role in constructing public sex 
acts as problematic. Fictionalized representations in literature, cinema and television provide 
a further resource of representations, while the widespread availability of digital video 
technologies has also facilitated user-generated content production, notably in online 
pornography. The production, distribution and consumption of representations of sex online 
sometimes breaches the private/public divide, as representations intended solely for private 
use enter the online public sphere ± the cases of celebrity sex tapes, revenge porn and sexting 
provide different contexts for turning private sex into public sex. Smartphones have added 
location awareness and mobility to practices of mediated public sex, changing its cultural 
practices, uses and meanings. Film and video recording is also a central feature of 
surveillance techniques which have long been used to police public sex, and which are 
increasingly omnipresent in public space. Representations as diverse as online porn, art 
installations and pop videos have addressed this issue in distinctive ways.  
Keywords: public sex environments (PSEs) / cruising / cottaging / tearooms / dogging / 
policing / news media / movies / surveillance /  
 
Introduction: Fleeting Glances 
To begin, two contrasting visual representations of particular public sex encounters. The first 
is a film called Tearoom (2007) by artist William E. Jones, making use of covert police 
VXUYHLOODQFHIRRWDJHRIPHQKDYLQJVH[LQDSXEOLFWRLOHWµWHDURRP¶LQ86VODQJµFRWWDJH¶LQ
the UK) in Mansfield, Ohio in 1962 (see Biber & Dalton, 2009). Installing a camera (and 
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cameraman) behind a two-way mirror in the restroom, the police filmed numerous brief 
encounters of men in the toilets, and the footage was used in over 30 convictions. Jones 
µUHFODLPHG¶WKHSROLFHIRRWDJHLQWKHVUHWULHYLQJDQGUHVWRULQJWKHILOPHGPDWHULDO
editing it together to make a 56-minute silent film installation shown in art galleries. While 
some critics have questioned the ethics RIWKLVµUHDSSURSULDWLRQ¶RIWKHIRRWDJHDQG
particularly raised concerns over the potential harm to those filmed, Tearoom provides an 
H[DPSOHRIµHYLGHQWLDU\YR\HXULVP¶± the use of undercover surveillance and entrapment as a 
common policing tactic to deDOZLWKWKHµSUREOHP¶RISXEOLFVH[± as well as giving audiences 
a fleeting glimpse of the tearoom as a social and sexual space.  
 
:KLOHWKHPHQILOPHGE\WKHSROLFHLQ0DQVILHOGLQFRXOGQRWWKHPVHOYHVµUHFODLP¶WKLV
shaming and sometimes life-wrecking experience (WKRXJKWKDWLVLQSDUW-RQHV¶LQWHQW), others 
caught by police in public toilets have turned evidentiary voyeurism back on the watchers, 
highlighting the complex sexualization of such surveillance practices. One prominent 
example concerns the pop star George Michael, arrested in a public toilet in Los Angeles in 
1998 after allegedly exposing himself to an undercover police officer. While the British 
tabloid press attempted to make this a matter of personal shame for Michael, the singer 
himself took a different path: he released a single and accompanying video, µ2XWVLGH¶ODWHU
that year, that explicitly addressed this episode, mixing grainy surveillance footage with 
scenes of Michael dressed as a cop dancing in a public toilet that turns into a gay disco (see 
Holert, 2002). Throughout the video we see brief scenes of public sex, gay and straight, 
caught by CCTV or by police helicopter cameras. Towards the end of the video, many of 
these sex scenes are interrupted by police arrests, but in a final twist we see two male cops ± 
who we first think are about to make an arrest in keeping with the narrative ± kissing each 
other on a rooftop. 
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These two visual representations are in many ways wildly different: one is a serious artwork, 
the other a pop video. One uses real footage filmed by real police officers of real men 
engaging in real sex acts, the other is staged, acted, constructed ± DQGPDGHµVDIH¶ enough to 
air on MTV. One is a µFRPEDWLYHly unapologetic¶coming out by its star (Holert, 2002: 566), 
the other a reuse of footage unlicensed by any of the men depicted. But in other ways the two 
pieces have a lot in common: they directly address the question of police surveillance and 
covert activities focused on particular sexual acts in particular locations. They both, in short, 
address the policing, pleasures and politics of public sex. The themes and issues raised by 
these two visual representations will recur through this article. But first it is important to 
attend to the question of definition. 
 
Public Sex: Definitions and Ambiguities 
At first glance, public sex seems like a fairly self-evident thing: it is sex that takes place in 
SXEOLF%XWµSXEOLF¶DQGµVH[¶DUHLQIDFWERWKFRQWHVWHGFDWHJRULHVDQGWKLVLVGRXEO\VRZKHQ
WKH\DUHEURXJKWWRJHWKHU:KDWLVµVH[¶":KDWDQGZKHUHDQGZKRLVµSXEOLF¶"'RHVWKH
meaning of one word change when it is joined to the other? These are important questions 
that frame the definitions of public sex in different contexts and registers ± in law, in public 
opinion, in media and popular culture.  
 
7KHTXHVWLRQµZKDWLVVH["¶EHFRPHVFRPSOLFDWHGLQWKHFRQWH[WRISXEOLFVH[EHFDXVHVRPH
sex acts change their status when they take place in public; moreover, public sex makes 
possible forms of sexual act that only really make sense in public ± voyeurism and 
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exhibitionism, for example. Does watching other people have sex constitute a sex act itself? 
And what about enjoying having sex while strangers watch? As we explore the specific 
contexts and settings of public sex in this article, issues of voyeurism and exhibitionism will 
be a repeated motif. But not everyone watching (or seeing) sex in public is a voyeur (if by 
voyeur we mean someone who derives sexual pleasure from watching). From a legal and 
policing perspective, there is a non-voyeuristic public whose viewing of sex acts causes harm 
or disgust or fear ± hence the need for intense policingVRPHWLPHVLQWKHIRUPRIµHYLGHQWLDU\
YR\HXULVP¶. 
 
6RWKHµSXEOLF¶LQSXEOLFVH[VRXQGVOLNHLWUHIHUVWRSHRSOHHVSHFLDOO\DSXEOLFZKRGRQRW
want to encounter sex acts in public toilets (to stay with the setting of Tearoom and 
µ2XWVLGH¶But a public toilet is a public toilet even when no-RQHLVXVLQJLW7KHµSXEOLF¶LQ
public sex refers to public space, then ± and draws a distinction between public and private. 
This distinction is at the heart of many policing, moral and legislative definitions of public 
sex: public sex is sex that takes place in public space. Public space means space that can be 
accessed by the public ± it is not private space, domestic space or commercial space (except 
in some cases, commercial space can be redefined as public, for example when people have 
sex in cinemas, bookstores, shopping malls). For some sexual practices ± especially those 
between participants of the same sex ± where sex takes places comes to matter a lot in terms 
of this public/private divide. For many sexual minorities whose sexual practices are either 
illegal or morally proscribed, public space offers advantages for sex ± it is anonymous, 
constantly moving, and there are perfectly ordinary reasons for being there that can serve as 
alibis against unwanted exposure: anyone is free to enter a public toilet or take a walk in a 
park. It is an irony that, in the words of George Chauncey (1996), for members of sexual 
minRULWLHVRIWHQWLPHVµSULYDF\FRXOGRQO\EHKDGLQSXEOLF¶ 
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The publicness of public sex ± sex that takes place in public space ± is in fact highly 
contingent. As we shall see, the nature of the sex and of the participants can in part define 
whether its publicness is considered problematic ± DQDIIURQWWRµSXEOLF GHFHQF\¶)URPWKH
mention of sexual minorities above it might seem like this is a simple question of the sexual 
orientation of those taking part, defined by the heterosexual/homosexual dyad. But while this 
remains true in some contexts ± especially where the legality of sex acts is also defined by 
this dyad ± the question of the problematic publicness of sex is often site-specific, situational. 
The example of indecent exposure ( flashing) is a case in point, as are opposite sex practices 
such as dogging, discussed below.  
 
Public sex is, in the end, a social and cultural construct, with a long history and a wide 
geography. Despite the multiple ambiguities and complexities outlined above, there is a long 
tradition of social science research on forms of public sex and on the settings in which it 
takes place, as well as valuable historical work uncovering past cultures of public sex from 
often fragmentary archival records (diaries and journals, police and court records, literary 
accounts). Socio-legal scholars have in particular contributed greatly to analysis of the role of 
policing and law in defining (and outlawing) public sex, while media scholars have discussed 
the representation of public sex across news media, film and television, internet and new 
media. Throughout this article, key examples from these bodies of work will be drawn on and 
drawn together to provide an overview of the main threads of scholarship. My focus is 
limited mainly to Anglophone research and to Western media, and jurisdictionally centred on 
the UK and USA, with some signposting to other contexts. In the discussion that follows, I do 
not provide a systematic literature review that sketches the field of inquiry; rather, I enter into 
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a thematic analysis of key representations, legal frameworks, sexual practices, and academic 
research.  
 
Public Sex Environments 
One prominent analytical focus in social science research on public sex has been to study 
particular sites or locations in which particular forms of public sex take place. This work is 
discussed here as providing a particular set of representations of public sex which, at least in 
some cases, do representational work beyond academia ± they can become source texts for 
journalists, law-makers and for would-be participants in the settings they describe. Much of 
this work has until quite recently focused on male-male same sex practices, principally those 
of cruising and cottaging, and settings such as public toilets, parks and urban green spaces, 
highway rest stops: settings associated with what is often constructed as impersonal, 
anonymous sex (though numerous in-depth studies have disputed this). Described by one 
early UHVHDUFKHUDVµHURWLFRDVHV¶'HOSKWKHVHVLWHVhave elicited considerable social 
science fascination, despite concerns among researchers about the potential impact on their 
FDUHHUVDQGUHSXWDWLRQVRIUHVHDUFKLQJµGHYLDQW¶VH[,UYLQH:KLOHWKLVVWUDQGRI
research can be traced back to at least the early twentieth century, it gathered pace especially 
in US sociology and urban anthropology in the 1970s, when a number of studies were 
published, perhaps the best-NQRZQEHLQJ/DXG+XPSKUH\V¶Tearoom Trade. Useful 
summary discussions of work in this period can be found in Irvine (2003), Rubin (2012) and 
Tewksbury (2008).  
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Tearoom Trade has become notorious for its methods and ethics, which have to some extent 
overshadowed its contribution to understandings of public sex. Humphreys has defended his 
approach -- which included observing men in public toilets, then identifying them via their 
car licence plates and visiting their homes under the pretence of conducting a broader social 
survey ± and Tearoom Trade can now be approached as a valuable record of a sexual context 
and a detailed and rich description of the interactions between men in toilets at a particular 
time and place (see Nardi, 1999). And just as William Jones repurposed police footage in 
TearoomVXEVHTXHQWVFKRODUVKDYHJRQHEDFNWR+XPSKUH\V¶ILQHO\QXDQFHGGHVFULSWLRQVWR
help them analyse other representations of public sex, such as police and court reports (see 
Desroches, 1990; Moran, 1996). 
 
Reflecting on social science research from the 1970s, Tewksbury (2008) delineates the main 
settings studied: public restrooms (toilets), highway rest areas and parking lots, public parks, 
and commercial sex locations such as adult bookstores, pornographic cinemas and 
peepshows, bathhouses and sex clubs (note that these are commercial spaces, often requiring 
membership or payment of an entrance IHH\HWVWLOOFODVVLILHGDVµSXEOLF¶ZKHQWKH\EHFRPH
sites for male-male sexual encounters). This tradition of studying the particular sexual 
cultures of different public sex environments continues to the present. For example, Flowers 
et al (2000) describe how the locale and setting of public sex both shapes and is shaped by the 
VH[XDOSUDFWLFHVWKDWWDNHSODFHWKHUH&RQWUDVWLQJµWKHEDUVWKHERJVDQGWKHEXVKHV¶± 
sexual cultures in commercial gay space, in public toilets and in parks ± they show how 
setting influences every aspect of public sex, from partner selection to the specific sex acts. 
This study, like many in recent decades, is in part aimed at informing more site-specific 
sexual health promotion through attentiveness to the distinctive sexual cultures present in 
toilets, parks, gay bars and other spaces. In fact, in the HIV/Aids era, much research has been 
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undertaken to understand who participates in public sex, in order to target health promotion 
campaigns effectively. The term men who have sex with men (MSM) was coined to describe 
men who do not identify as gay and who participate in forms of public sex such as cottaging 
(see for example Huber & Kleinplatz, 2002). Health promotion is itself a representational 
practice, and campaigns work to devise appropriate representational tools to speak to men 
who do not identify as gay, and so can be µKDUGWRUHDFK¶ (Lee, 2007). 
 
Most of the work carried out in the USA in the 1970s was focused on interactions between 
men, and had less to say about settings and the affordances (and limitations) of different 
public sex environments (PSEs). Subjecting this work to a comparative analysis begins to 
hint at the diverse sexual cultures described, as well as opening up questions of research 
methods and ethics. Most of the work is qualitative and/or ethnographic, and so it provides a 
rich representational resource for ongoing analysis (and reading pleasure), and it includes 
some refreshingly candid, confessional accounts of the fieldwork process, including Joseph 
SW\OHV¶GLVFXVVLRQRIKLVJUDGXDOPRYHIURPµRXWVLGHr¶WRµLQVLGHU¶ZKLOHUHVHDUFKLQJ
gay bathhouses ± DGLVFXVVLRQZKLFKSUHILJXUHVODWHUµDXWR-HWKQRJUDSKLF¶DFFRXQWVRI
participant observation in PSEs (see for example Brown, 2008).  
 
More recent ZRUNKDVH[SOLFLWO\FRQVLGHUHGWKHVSHFLILFVRIVHWWLQJGHVFULELQJWKHµPLFUR-
JHRJUDSKLHV¶RI36(VHYHQRIIHULQJGHVLJQDGYLFH%URZQ/LQGHOO; Richters, 
2007). As noted, some of the more recent discussions have also contested the idea of public 
sex as anonymous and impersonal, showing how friendships, relationships and a sense of 
community can often form from these settings (Jarman, 1991). A smaller body of work has 
also shown than PSEs are not only frequented by men interested in same-sex encounters. 
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Sasha Albert (2011) and Denise Bullock (2004) have conducted studies on public sex 
between women, finding from interviews that women do engage in practices such as cruising, 
WKRXJKLQLPSRUWDQWZD\VWKLVLVGLVWLQFWLYHIURPJD\PHQ¶VSUDFWLFHV. And there is an 
emerging body of work on opposite-sex users of PSEs, especially those associated in the UK 
with the scene known as dogging (Ashford, 2012; Bell 2006; Byrne, 2006). In this sexual 
culture, singles and opposite sex couples meet in isolated car parks to engage in 
exhibitionism, voyeurism, partner-swapping and group sex. A network of dogging sites has 
emerged across the country, though specific sites are often transitory and are subject to forms 
of policing and regulation. In common with other public sex practices today, the internet and 
social media play a prominent role in organizing dogging encounters. 
 
Summarizing our current understanding of PSEs, Paul Byrne (2006, 74) writes: 
 
Public Sex Environments (PSEs) are not a new occurrence. Places where people 
meet and engage in sexual acts have been part of the urban fabric for hundreds of 
\HDUV«36(VDUHLQFUHGLEO\YDULHGLQWKHLUVL]HDQGVWUXFWXUHDQGWKHUHLVQR
clear definition of the physical characteristics, indeed it may be said that it is the 
user(s) who create and delineate a PSE. 
 
He adds that PSE users are often brought into conflict with the law and local communities, as 
well as being common fodder for sections of the news media. Conflict with the law is the 
focus of the next section of this discussion, and the issue of representations of public sex in 
news media follows on from that. 
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Policing, Law and Representations of Public Sex 
As noted above, one of the richest representational resources, especially for mapping the 
histories of public sex, comes from documents and records of law-making and law 
enforcement. Police and court records, legal pronouncements, debates surrounding the 
making or changing of laws all provide representations designed to do particular work: to 
prove guilt, to make the case for law reform, to criminalize or decriminalize. Of course, they 
are representations made for particular audiences, too ± but socio-legal scholars have been 
able to access and interrogate these records, uncovering their representational strategies. The 
discussion below mainly focuses on examples from British policing and law (and British 
scholarship), though there are many other studies in different geographical contexts (see, for 
example, Dalton, 2007). 
 
The first example comes from Leslie 0RUDQ¶VThe Homosexual(ity) of Law, and 
FRQFHUQVZKDWKHFDOOVWKHµVRPDWLFWHFKQLTXHVRISROLFLQJ¶+HUH0RUDQUHDGVDQXPEHURI
police records of undercover operations in British public toilets from the 1910s to the 1990s; 
he reads these partly LQWKHFRQWH[WRI+XPSKUH\V¶GHOLQHDWLRQRf interactions in 
Tearoom Trade$V+XPSKUH\VKLPVHOIVWDWHGXQWLOKLVZRUNLQWKHVHYHQWLHV³WKHSROLFH
and other law enforcement agents have been the only systematic producers of knowledge 
about these enFRXQWHUVEHWZHHQPHQ´TXRWHGLQ0RUDQ For historical analyses, 
therefore, these records are a vital archive of representations (see Hornsey, 2010; Houlbrook, 
2005). The knowledge produced and archived is in the form of written (and later visual) 
representations of these men ± representations captured by covert surveillance, most 
commonly by undercover, plain-clothes police officers who were deployed to spend time in 
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and around public toilets, observing sex acts therein, and making arrests. Moran is interested 
LQWKHVHUHFRUGVKHZULWHVEHFDXVHWKH\ZRUNWR³SURGXFHDUHSUHVHQWDWLRQRIWKHPDOH
JHQLWDOERG\LQLWVJHQLWDOUHODWLRQVZLWKRWKHUPDOHVERGLHVLQWKHODZ´± and, we might 
add, in its genital relations with other male bodies of the law. Moran is especially attentive to 
techniques of entrapment ± the use of agents provocateurs and how police officers might 
solicit sexual interest from men in public toilets -- though he shows how the records are 
sometimes notably silent on some aspects of the situations they describe, especially any 
suggestion of entrapment or of participation in sex acts (often, the moment that a man touches 
a police officer is the moment in which the latter declares his true identity and makes the 
arrest). Here is an example from 1933 that Moran analyses, its setting a London public toilet: 
 
³$IWHUDIHZPLQXWHVWKHSULVRQHUPDGHDKDOI-turn towards me, stretched out his 
left arm and placed his left hand on my person and commenced rubbing it. I 
immediately took hold of his left arm, his left hand still being on my person. I 
VDLGWRKLPµ,DPD3ROLFH2IILFHUDQG,DPJRLQJWRWDNH\RXLQWRFXVWRG\IRU
LQGHFHQWO\DVVDXOWLQJPH¶´quoted by Moran, 1996, 147). 
 
Yet for the successful prosecution of uncover policing, Moran argues, the police officers have 
to appear as insiders to the sexual culture, since it is in fact the privateness of the acts, not 
their publicness, that the police have to penetrate. If they appeared to be clearly outsiders ± 
members of the public ± they could not hope to so effectively police sex between men in 
public toilets. As noted, Moran in part reads these accounts through the lens of Tearoom 
Trade, in particular its delineation of the sequence of interactions typical of sex between men 
in public toilets: approaching, positioning, manoeuvring, signalling, contracting, foreplay, 
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pay-off, clearing the field, and dealing with intrusions. Moran suggests that undercover police 
officers follow the same script, in order to maintain their cover and to thereby allow sex acts 
to take place (and maybe even encourage them). Yet, he says, the police officers¶ actions are 
largely invisible in their own written accounts, wherein they are merely observers and 
XQZLOOLQJµYLFWLPV¶RIWKHRIIHQFHV7KLVLVWKHWURXEOLQJSUREOHPDWWKHKHDUWRIWKHVHUHSRUWV
and other agents of the law such as judges and magistrates voiced concern about these tactics, 
though often their concern was the potential effects of such deep insiderhood on the 
individual police officer and on the police force as a whole. Ultimately, Moran writes that 
SROLFLQJSXEOLFVH[WKURXJKWKHVHµVRPDWLFWHFKQLTXHV¶produces the male genital body in law 
± WKHVHUHSUHVHQWDWLRQVµFDWDORJXHLWVIRUPPDSVLWVPRYHPHQWVYHULI\LWVREVFXUHWUXWK
WKURXJKSUDFWLFHVRIVXUYHLOODQFHDQGH[DPLQDWLRQ¶ (167). 
 
The public toilet continues to be an especially fraught PSE. In the UK, the Sexual Offences 
$FWLQWURGXFHGDQHZVWDWXWRU\RIIHQFHRIµVH[XDODFWLYLW\LQDSXEOLFODYDWRU\¶ into law. 
Paul JohnsRQKDVH[DPLQHGWKHVWRU\RIWKLVODZ¶VSDVVLQJLQWKHFRQWH[WRIWKLV
PRPHQWRIVH[ODZµUHIRUP¶± a reform in which other forms of public sex were separated out 
and reframed as only illegal if demonstrable harm to others can be proven. The amendment 
DOVRUHPRYHGWKHJHQGHUELDVLQWKHODZPDNLQJLWµJHQGHU-QHXWUDO¶WKRXJKLQLWV
implementation it continues to exclusively focus on male-male sexual activity). Johnson 
reads the lead-up to the Act, and two key moves are a central analytical focus: the implicit 
decriminalization of some forms of public sex, and the intensification of legal and policing 
focus on public toilets. The documents and debates around the Act constitute another rich 
archive of representations, showing how debates are framed in particular ways by key actors 
such as the police, courts and parliament. While other forms of public sex were to be classed 
as offences only when demonstrable harm could be shown to have occurred, debates about 
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sex in public toilets concluded that this was a special case; Johnson quotes the House of 
/RUGVGHEDWHµDFWLYLW\WKDWWDNHVSODFHLQDSXEOLFODYDWRU\WKDWLVQRWZLWQHVVHGDQGthat 
GRHVQRWRXWUDJHSXEOLFGHFHQF\ZKHQWKHHYHQWWDNHVSODFHLVVWLOODQRIIHQVLYHDFWLYLW\¶
(quoted in Johnson, 2007, 531).  
 
To return to the question of definition at the start of this article, we see here that the public is 
invoked through the notion of its decency having been outraged. This is the deciding line for 
all other cases of public sex: if no-RQH¶VGHFHQF\LVRXWUDJHGQRKDUPKDVRFFXUUHGWRWKH
public, and no offence has taken place. But in a public toilet, no-one needs be outraged, or 
even present, for what takes place to count as an offence. Sex in a public toilet is 
automatically criminal, and can never be private. By contrast, the Law Lords¶GHEDWH rather 
URPDQWLFDOO\GHVFULEHGFRXUWLQJFRXSOHVZKRµKDYHIRUFHQWXULHVSXUVXHGWKHLUURPDQFHV¶LQ
isolated public spaces out of sight and who are now, under the 2003 Act, not automatically 
FULPLQDOL]HGTXRWHGLQ-RKQVRQµ&RXUWLQJ¶LVQRWVRPHWKLQJLPDJLQDEOHDV
taking place in a public toilet, therefore. And a public toilet, Johnson argues, can never be 
WKRXJKWRIDVDQµLVRODWHG¶SXEOLFVSDFHRXWRIVLJKWHYHQLILQUHDOLW\LWLVH[DFWO\that). From 
the perspective of representation, this Act and the various discussions around it provide a 
reframing of the publicness of forms of public sex that do not take place in toilets ± these are 
now largely permissible, so long as no-one witnesses the act and has their decency outraged ± 
and sex that does take place in a public toilet, which is offensive by definition irregardless of 
the SUHVHQFHDEVHQFHRIDQ\µSXEOLF¶DQGZKHWKHURUQRWWKHLUGHFHQF\LVRXWUDJHG It is as if 
the very naming of the public toilet is enough to justify criminalization. 
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While it was noted above that forms and settings of public sex beyond those in public toilets 
have been subject to relaxation of legal and policing regulation, some forms of non-toilet 
public sex do sporadically generate a sufficient moral panic to elicit a police response. And, 
in the light of the 2003 Act, it is noteworthy that these are not always centred on same-sex 
activity. Chris Ashford (2012) discusses the policing of dogging in the context of police 
activities across PSEs in the UK. A draft document from the Association of Chief Police 
Officers (ACPO) in 2008 shows, on the one hand, an interesting shift in policing¶V focus 
more towards protecting users of PSEs, and on the other that policing to stop PSE users could 
still be deployed in the light of a specific complaint. The report specifically mentions 
dogging, an activity that has in recent years generated considerable press and public interest 
in the UK, including complaints from non-dogging users of the locales in which dogging 
takes place ± complaints that have prompted police activity to warn doggers away from sites 
or to disperse activity underway at dogging sites. The relationship between news media 
coverage, public opinion and police and law responses is, in fact, a common theme in 
GLVFXVVLRQVRISXEOLFVH[,WLVWRUHSUHVHQWDWLRQVLQQHZVDQGµIDFWXDO¶PHGLDWKDWRXU
attention now turns. 
 
Public Sex in the News 
Paul Byrne (2006, 74) wryly summarizHVWKDWµVHFWRUVRIWKHPHGLDHLWKHUSHUFHLYH36(VDV
DQLQGLFDWLRQRIVRFLHW\¶VPRUDOGHFOLQHRUDVXEMHFWIRUWLWLOODWLRQ¶± often both at the same 
time. And he is right that the history of public sex has been shadowed by its reporting in 
media texts of various sorts. Given the secret nature of much public sex activity, the public 
whose decency must be outraged must sometimes be made aware of public sex by media 
coverage, whipping up a moral panic that demands action from the law and state. To take a 
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trio of examples: from 1985 to 1988, the Canadian news media extensively covered arrests of 
men having sex in public toilets. When some newspapers published the names of the accused, 
a wider debate across media and public opinion mushroomed ± public sex was now the 
subject of radio and television talk shows, newspaper headlines, public conversations 
(Desroches, 1990). More than a decade later, an undercover reporter from Hungarian state 
TV shocked audiences by revealing through hidden camera footage that men were having sex 
in one of WKHFLW\¶V7XUNLVKEDWKVDPDMRUWRXULVWDWWUDFWLRQ7KHH[SRVpOHGWRDFODPSGRZQ
on male-PDOHDFWLYLW\LQWKHFLW\¶s baths, mainly policed by bath attendants (and patrons). 
$QGEDFNLQWKHVWDEORLGQHZVSDSHUVFDUULHGRXWH[WHQVLYHFDPSDLJQVFRYHULQJµPDOH
YLFH¶ RQ/RQGRQ¶VVWUHHWV, onto which a whole host of post-war anxieties were projected ± 
though more liberal and serious minded newspapers reported more compassionately, basing 
their position on the emerging medical model of homosexuality (Hornsey 2010). In all three 
examples, the news media has played a pivotal role in revealing something hidden in order to 
demand its prohibition or policing. And, of course, the tabloids attempted to generate hostility 
WRZDUGV*HRUJH0LFKDHOIRUKLVµVKDPHIXO¶DUUHVWLQ/$± his response was to use the media, 
too, by talking about his arrest and his sexuality very openly on talkshows, and by making 
µ2XWVLGH¶ 
 
In a systematic analysis, Sean Hennelly (2010) surveyed 541 local and national UK 
newspapers from 2004 to 2008. His research uncovers countless media outcries about 
cruising, cottaging and dogging, and he looks in particular at how newspaper headlines 
convey key messages to their readers, and use particular words to describe those who 
SDUWLFLSDWHLQSXEOLFVH[WKHPRVWFRPPRQVHHPLQJWREHµSHUYV¶VKRUWIRUSHUYHUWV
+HDGOLQHVVXFKDVµ3(596,12853$5.6¶µ%($87<63276$5(µ'2**('¶%<
3(596¶DQGµ3/$*8('%<3(596¶provide a kind of journalistic shorthand that defines 
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those people who take part in public sex as different from everyone else: we are not pervs and 
pervs are not us. Moreover, the very µperviness¶ which defines the pervs and which sets them 
apart from us necessitates intervention and policing. Newspaper headlines do very important 
representational work: they are designed to be eye-catching, to draw us in and to give us a 
sense of how to feel about the story they introduce. Hennelly also shows how newspapers 
often disclose the location of PSEs, prompting concern that this could incite violence and 
criminal targeting of participants. A headline from the national paper the Sunday Mirror, 
µ6(;6,7(6'2**('%<7+8*6¶VXJgests concern about anti-dogging violence but, in 
giving details of the locations where such thugs are attacking doggers, the story does little to 
protect the victims of the thugs. 
 
Of course, public sex is not always newsworthy enough to make the headlines. But it 
invariably is when it involves a celebrity. Hennelly compares newspaper coverage of the 
George Michael incident (and later similar incidents featuring the singer) with stories about 
the footballer Stan Collymore, caught dogging by a British tabloid in 2004 (Ashford, 2012). 
The language used is familiar: seedy, sleazy, perv, grubby, sex shame. Both celebrities were 
VXEMHFWWRIRUPVRIWDEORLGDQDO\VLVDWWHPSWLQJWRURRWWKHLUµVKDPH¶LQGHHSHUSV\FKRORJLFDO
problems. Their public responses were different, however, and elicited different tabloid 
readings: as before, Michael defended his action on talk television, causing outrage by 
GLVFXVVLQJFUXLVLQJIRUVH[ZKLOHRQDµWHDWLPH¶VKRZWKDWWKHSUHVVZRUULHGFKLOGUHQFRXOG
have been watching. Collymore was far more repentant, offering a public apology and stating 
³ZKDW,KDYHGRQHLVGLVJXVWLQJDQG,¶PVRDVKDPHG´EHIRUHDGGLQJ³EXW,¶PRQO\KXPDQ´
(quoted in Hennelly, 2010, 87). This last phrase was seen by some commentators to 
effectively undermine the apology, in suggesting that any human could find themselves 
dogging ± that the pervs are us, after all.  
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As Hennelly shows, across UK newspapers ± and especially the tabloids ± there was in the 
early 2000s an explosion of interest in dogging. Cruising and cottaging continued to feature, 
but were obviously less newsworthy, especially in the national press, unless a celebrity was 
involved. But dogging even without celebrities could capture the headlines, making the 
practice a central preoccupation of newspaper readers. Attempting to represent dogging in a 
GLIIHUHQWOLJKWLQ%ULWLVK79¶V&KDQQHOEURDGFDVWDogging Tales, a documentary by 
Leo Maguire, watched by 1.9 million viewers. The film featured a number of dogging 
participants talking frankly about their activities, their identities partially disguised by animal 
facemasks. Footage of dogging sites captured using infrared cameras equally frankly depicted 
the practices of dogging. The film avoids sensationalizing dogging and does not judge its 
participants; it represents dogging as a sexual culture that is ordinary, domestic, democratic 
and potentially empowering ± participants talk about sexual recovery and liberation. Footage 
at dogging sites mixes sex scenes with shots of nature ± foxes, deer, squirrels, otters are all 
FDSWXUHGRQILOPDQGWKLVWRJHWKHUZLWKWKHDQLPDOIDFHPDVNVVXJJHVWVVRPHWKLQJµQDWXUDO¶
abouWGRJJLQJ:KHQ0DJXLUHDVNVRQHLQWHUYLHZHH³'R\RXOLNHWKHDQLPDOLVWLFQDWXUHRI
GRJJLQJ"´WKHUHSO\LVDIILUPDWLYH 
 
One of the central participants in Dogging Tales, Terry, provides a particularly endearing 
representation. We meet Terry and his girlfriend Sarah as novice doggers, and they are 
interviewed at home, eating KFC and toffees, watching X-Factor. Going dogging is described 
DVDZD\WR³VSLFHWKLQJVXS´DQGDVDZD\WRDGGUHVV6DUDK¶VLQILGHOLW\Later they have been 
joined by Ann ± Terry descULEHV³JRLQJZLWKWZRZRPHQ´DQG³HYHU\EORNH¶VIDQWDV\´7KH
WKUHHJRRIIWRWKHZRRGVZKHUH³DQ\WKLQJFDQKDSSHQ´,WLVPXGG\GDUNDQGFROG%\WKH
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OLJKWRI7HUU\¶VVPDUWSKRQHWKHWKUHHKDOWLQJO\³pOD\´, though Terry complains that the cold 
has affected his prowess. As the two women fondle each other half-heartedly, a couple of 
male strangers appear out of the darkness, and attempt to join in. Almost immediately, Terry 
LQWHUYHQHV³,¶PQRWFRPIRUWDEOHZLWKWKLV«,¶PFROG«,ZDQWWRJRKRPH´7KHQH[WWime 
we see Terry and Sarah (no Ann), we learn that they no longer go dogging, that Sarah now 
NQRZVWKDW7HUU\ORYHVKHUWKDW³ZH¶UHEHWWHUWKDQWKDW´Dogging Tales lets participants tell 
their own stories and explain their involvement in the scene and the pleasures it offers. And 
aV0DJXLUHKDVZULWWHQWKHILOPLQJWHFKQLTXHV³LPEXHGWKHQLJKWWLPHZRRGODQGODQGVFDSH
with a magical and sometimes sinister quality. The effect is a fairytale-like world, inhabited 
E\FUHDWXUHVRIWKHQLJKW´FKDQQHOFRP Other visual representations of PSE similarly 
evoke magical, fairytale worlds and depict creatures of the night, including some 
controversial representations in feature films. 
 
Public Sex at the Movies 
In 1980, Hollywood provided one such controversial cinematic representation of (gay male) 
public sex in the shape of Cruising, directed by William Friedkin and starring Al Pacino as 
6WHYH%XUQVD1HZ<RUNFRSZKRJRHVXQGHUFRYHULQWKHFLW\¶VOHDWKHUDQG60VFHQHLQWKH
hope of catching a serial killer targeting gay men. The film was controversial even before it 
screened, with large protests by US gay rights groups who were outraged at the exploitative 
depiction of the scene and of the plotline that the killer was himself a repressed homosexual 
with unresolved father issues (Wilson, 1981). Setting aside these protests, viewed today the 
film is a messy and ambivalent text, with a confused storyline and some bizarre set pieces. 
But its representations of sex in leather clubs and ± more significant for our discussion here ± 
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LWVGHSLFWLRQVRIFUXLVLQJRQ1HZ<RUN¶VVWUHHWVDQGLQLWVSDUNVVKDUHVRPHWKLQJZLWK
Dogging Tales and its fairytale worlds. 
 
D.A. Miller (2007-8) and Guy Davidson (2005) are among those who have re-evaluated 
Cruising; Miller celebrates the many tracking shots in bars and cruising grounds, peopled by 
extras hired from the very scenes the film depicts, calling this new Hollywood representation 
RIDKLWKHUWRKLGGHQJD\ZRUOGDµVXSHUDEXQGDQWVSHFWDFOH¶of bodies, spaces and sex (Miller, 
2007-8, 70)'DYLGVRQPHDQZKLOHGHVFULEHVLWDVµDFRPSHOOLQJDQGKLVWRULFDOHQYLVLRQLQJRI
WKHOLELGLQDOLQWHQVLWLHVRIWKHV1HZ<RUNOHDWKHUVFHQH¶ZLWKDQµ´HWKQRJUDSKLF´PRGH
RIUHSUHVHQWDWLRQ¶(Davidson, 2005, 25). Certainly, the cruising scenes in Central Park are 
bathed in an amazing, unreal light that gives them an aura that can rightly be described as 
romantic, pastoral, even utopian ± GHVSLWHWKHWKUHDWRIEHFRPLQJWKHNLOOHU¶VQH[WYLFWLP. The 
depictions of cruising in Central Park also clearly show the complex interactions involved in 
picking up men for sex, like those described by Humphreys, but add in an almost cosy 
sociality among the men out in the park at night, echoing other representations of cruising in 
XUEDQJUHHQVSDFHVVXFKDV%ULWLVKILOPPDNHU'HUHN-DUPDQ¶s autobiographical accounts in 
his journals (eg Jarman, 1991, 83-84).  
 
The central storyline of Cruising has many resonances with the issues discussed earlier in the 
section on policingFHQWULQJDVLWGRHVRQDQXQGHUFRYHUFRSZKRPXVWEHFRPHDQµLQVLGHU¶
to a sexual subculture as a technique of crime prevention (Dalton, 2000). A highly significant 
difference is that he is not there to police same-sex acts of WKHµPDOHJHQLWDO ERG\¶WKRXJKKH
encounters plenty. He is there to protect the men of the leather scene from a single predatory 
killer. But, just as the magistrate quoted by Moran worried that going undercover might affect 
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WKHRIILFHU¶s sense of self and even undermine the police force as a whole, one narrative arc 
FRQFHUQV%XUQV¶LQFUHDVLQJO\LQVLGHUVWDWXVKLQWLQJWKDWOLNH-RVHSK6W\OHVKHPLJKWKDYH
moved from observer to participant. The film also knowingly plays with the gay fetish for the 
police ± DWKHPHUHSHDWHGLQ*HRUJH0LFKDHO¶Vµ2XWVLGH¶2QHQLJKW6WHYHGUHVVHGLQKLVQHZ
XQGHUFRYHUXQLIRUPRIOHDWKHUJHDUHQWHUVDEDUWRILQGLWLVKRVWLQJµ3UHFLQFW1LJKW¶ZLWKDOO
the clientele dressed as cops: Burns is accused of being a cop by the bar owner on the basis 
that he is not in police uniform, and he is expelled from the bar.  
 
A key part of the ongoing µP\WKRORJ\¶ of Cruising is the cutting of 40 minutes of the original 
film footage LQRUGHUWRSDVVWKHFHQVRUVDQGQRWEHJLYHQDQµ;¶UDWLQJ(which would have 
prevented the film from getting general release). This mythology is revisited by James Franco 
and Travis Matthews in their 2013 film Interior. Leather Bar. Here, the two filmmakers 
HPEDUNRQDµUHLPDJLQLQJ¶RIWKLVORVWIRRWDJHDQGLQDSDUDOOHODUFWKHstraight actor they 
hire to play Al Pacino (playing Steve Burns) undertakes his own voyage to insiderhood, 
hanging out with the extras (also recruited from the leather scene) and ultimately drifting off 
into the night, missing a date with his girlfriend. 
 
The issue of certification and censorship similarly dogged the German film Taxi Zum Klo 
(Taxi to the Bogs ie public toilets), also from 1980, made by and starring Frank Ripploh 
(playing a loosely autobiographical role) and set in pre-Aids West Berlin. ³'R\RXZDQWWR
FRPHFUXLVLQJZLWKPH"´)UDQNDVNVDWWKHVWDUWRIWKHILOPDGGLQJ³'RQ¶WEHDIUDLGLI,WDNH
\RXWRSXEOLFODYDWRULHVRUEDWKV<RXVHH,OLNHPHQ´,ILUVWVDZWKLVILOPLQZKHQLW
was yet to receive official certification in the UK and was on only very limited release in 
members-only arthouse cinemas and film clubs, and it spent many years going back and forth 
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to the British censors (for an overview of its certification troubles in the UK, see 
http://www.bbfc.co.uk/case-studies/taxi-zum-klo). From the perspective of representations of 
public sex, the most interesting scenes centre on the titular µklo¶ DQG)UDQN¶VH[SORLWVLQ
cottaging. Frank is a schoolteacher, and in an early scene he leaves his school and visits a 
SXEOLFWRLOHWVLWWLQJLQDFXELFOHWRPDUNVRPHRIKLVSXSLOV¶ZRUN7RKLVOHIWDWH\HKHLJKWLV
a glory hole ± a hole between cubicles that is a common feature of public toilets used for sex 
between men. He glances through the glory hole and sees a man in the next cubicle baring 
and parting his buttocks. Frank sticks a piece of toilet paper over the hole, only to have this 
pushed aside by an erect penis pushed through the hole.  
 
Later in the film, Frank is in hospital having contracted hepatitis, but discharges himself and 
hails a taxi, which takes him from public toilet to public toilet in search of sex, ending up 
with what looks like an unsatisfying encounter with a leather queen in the Tiergarten (its 
toLOHWVDUHFORVHG7KHILOPVKRZVKRZWURXEOLQJ)UDQN¶VSURPLVFXLW\LVIRUKLVUHODWLRQVKLS
with Bernd, who he initially picks up at the cinema where the latter works. In the end, Bernd 
breaks up with Frank ± Frank had earlier told his lover ³When I take a walk in the street, it's 
like an adventXUHIRUPHWKLQJVFDQKDSSHQ´RQO\WRODWHUFRQIHVVKLVZRUU\WKDWKHPLJKW 
become ³an oOGIDJZKRKDQJVDURXQGLQERJV´. The film is ambivalent on the topic of public 
sex, therefore: Frank clearly enjoys his many encounters, though the central taxi ride depicts 
something more like a compulsion, as does the end of his relationship with Bernd.  
 
Cruising and Taxi Zum Klo DUHERWKUHPDUNDEOHHYHQQRZIRUWKHLUIUDQNµHWKQRJUDSKLF¶
representations of public sex between men. In earlier cinematic eras, such explicit depictions 
ZHUHQRWSRVVLEOHDQGILOPPDNHUVLQWHUHVWHGLQUDLVLQJLVVXHVRIµIRUELGGHQORYH¶KDGWRILQG
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acceptable ways to represent them on screen. The British film Brief Encounter (1945), 
directed by David Lean and written by Noel Coward, could be seen as a case in point. The 
film concerns the growing relationship between a man (Alec) and a woman (Laura) after a 
chance meeting in a railway station café. As they grow closer, they initially only meet in 
public, later attempting a rendezvous LQWKHSULYDF\RIDIULHQG¶VDSDUWPHQWEXWWKHIULHQG¶V
unannounced return and judgemental attitude leaves their affair unconsummated. They break 
off their relationship, Laura returning to her husband and Alec leaving for a job abroad. 
Chance meetings at railway stations, inability to find privacy in domestic space, anxieties 
about being found out, doomed love ± WKHVHPRWLIVDUHUHDGLO\DPHQDEOHWRDµTXHHUUHDGLQJ¶
that sees Brief Encounter as really a story about homosexual love ± a reading made even 
PRUHDPHQDEOHE\1RHO&RZDUG¶Vhomosexuality. As Andy Medhurst (1991, 198) 
summarizes, in this reading: 
 
Brief Encounter shows Noel Coward displacing his own fears, anxieties and 
pessimism about the possibility of a fulfilled sexual relationship within an 
oppressively homophobic culture by transposing them into a heterosexual 
context. The furtiveness and fear of discovery tKDWHQG/DXUD¶VDQG$OHF¶V
relationship comprise a set of emotions that Coward would have felt with 
particular force and poignancy, and which gay men ever since have responded to 
with recognition and admiration. 
 
While Medhurst is ambivalent about this rather simplistic idea of transposition, and about 
connecting gay writers to gay narratives, it is nevertheless important to note that traces of 
public sex and forbidden pleasure can be found in representations both explicit and covert. 
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For audiences, films offer up potential readings and identifications that resonate with their 
experiences, or that offer a fantasy escape from their lives ± going to the cinema can be a way 
to encounter public sex, either on or off screen. Remember that in Taxi Zum Klo Frank met 
Bernd at the cinema, as noted above, adult (porn) cinemas have long been listed among 
public sex sites, though their publicness is contingent (you have to pay to get in, for 
example)%XWPDLQVWUHDPFLQHPDVKDYHDOVRORQJEHHQVLWHVIRUµFRXUWLQJFRXSOHV¶WRHQMR\
the darkness and close bodily contact. In May 2016 the Manchester Evening News reported 
that a man and a woman had been arrested after being caught engaging in a sex act in a city 
centre cinema during a screening of Batman vs Superman (Rucki, 2016). The couple were 
spotted on a CCTV camera used to detect people filming the movie to make pirate copies. 
Confronted by cinema staff, the man punched an usher (this punch was later redesignated as a 
µIOLFN¶, and the police were called. The man was arrested for assault, and both were arrested 
for outraging public decency. They later claimed in court that they had nowhere they could be 
together, and this fact was, according to newspaper stories, used to mitigate a custodial 
sentence (Baker, 2016). The CCTV that caught this pair having sex at the movies reminds us 
of the omnipresence of surveillance, and raises questions about what this means for the 
publicness of sex. 
 
Public(ity) Sex, Surveillance Porn & Public Sex 2.0 
The filming of public sex acts has been a recurring theme in our discussion; from Tearoom¶V
reuse of surveillance footage to the night-vision images of Dogging Tales, and all points in 
between. Of course, a crucial difference between these two films (or their source material) is 
the question of context and consent: while Maguire spent six months building up the trust of 
the interviewees in Dogging Tales, the original footage used in Tearoom was filmed covertly 
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± and, indeed, when it became an art installation, the consent of those originally filmed was 
not secured (Biber & Dalton, 2009). And there is another important difference: the 
participants in the dogging scene are well aware of the likelihood of being watched (and even 
filmed) having sex; indeed, this is for many part of the sexual experience, a form of 
exhibitionism. While tearooms/cottages may allow some occasions for exhibitionism and 
voyeurism (including in the latter that of sociologists and undercover cops), the interactions 
in public toilets are not staged for the visual pleasure of others. 
 
The increasing availability of technologies of moving image recording and distribution ± now 
epitomized by the smartphone ± and the ubiquity of surveillance technologies (especially 
CCTV) have expanded the visual culture of public sex, and in this section we will survey a 
number of different representations (and sexual cultures) arising from this heightened 
visibility and recordability. The first is the sex tape. Private sex acts caught on video by their 
participants (for their own archives and reminiscing) have a long history, but the availability 
RIGLJLWDOUHFRUGLQJGHYLFHVKDVPDGHWKLVDIDUPRUHDYDLODEOHRSWLRQLQSHRSOH¶VVH[OLYHV
Of course, recording a private sex act for purely private viewing does not sound like public 
sex: the publicness materializes when those recordings move from the private to the public, 
either knowingly or unwittingly, and reach audiences beyond those in the film ± as depicted 
in the plotline of the Hollywood comedy Sex Tape (Kasdan, 2014). Such films have achieved 
special notoriety when the participants are celebrities (Hayward and Rahn, 2015). Iconic 
examples of this genre, which mix home movie and porn movie, include Pam and Tommy 
Lee: Hardcore and Uncensored (1997), starring actor Pamela Anderson and musician 
Tommy Lee, and 1 Night in Paris (2004), featuring heiress and reality TV star Paris Hilton 
(like Dogging Tales, making use of a night-vision camera). Both entered the public via 
different routes ± one stolen, the other leaked ± and have long, convoluted stories surrounding 
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their ultimate release on video/DVD. The apparent eagerness among audiences for such 
recordings is partly attributable to the celebrity status of their stars ± in parallel with the 
increasing popularity of paparazzi photographs of celebrities, including intimate images such 
DVµXSVNLUW¶DQGµGRZQEORXVH¶VKRWV%HOOHWDO,WLVDOVRDWWULEXWDEOHWRWKHUHDOLW\RI
the sex on screen ± this is footage of people really having sex, and doing so in an unscripted, 
µUHDO¶ZD\QRWOLNHWKHVWDJHGSHUIRUPDQFHVRIFRQYHQWLRQDOSRUQRJUDSK\:LGHO\DYDLODEOH
UHFRUGLQJGHYLFHVKDYHLQIDFWOHGWRDSUROLIHUDWLRQRIVXFKµDPDWHXU¶RUµUHDOLW\¶
pornography (Barcan, 2002), especially online. Digital video technology has paved the way 
for new genres of sexual representation, some of which are made in the context of their future 
public circulation, while others are not. 
 
,QWKHODWWHUFDVHJHQUHVVXFKDVµUHYHQJHSRUQ¶KDYHEHHQWKHIRFXVRIFRQVLGHUDEOH
contemporary anxiety, and attempts at legislative control (the practice was made illegal in 
England and Wales in 2015). Revenge porn refers to the practice of circulating private sexual 
images as an act of revenge, most typically upon the break-up of a relationship, and most 
typically films of women circulated by male ex-partners (Hayward & Rahn, 2015). Revenge 
porn often makes use of sexualizHGµVHOILHV¶± mobile phone self-portraits that have also 
EOXUUHGWKHSULYDWHSXEOLFGLYLGHEH\RQGWKHLUXVHIRUµUHYHQJH¶DQGZKLFKKDYe, in other 
contexts, been seen as important sites for negotiations of sexual self-image (Tiidenberg & 
Gomez Cruz, 2015). Technologies of image capture, sharing and copying have made this 
practice part of the sexual repertoires of many people, especially younger generations ± 
leading to anxieties about the technologically-PHGLDWHGµSRUQLILFDWLRQ¶RUµVH[XDlizDWLRQ¶RI
young people via the SUDFWLFHODEHOOHGµVH[WLQJ¶%RQG0RUDQ-Ellis, 2012). 
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Beyond selfies, sexting and revenge porn, as noted above the availability of digital recording 
GHYLFHVKDVRSHQHGXSVH[XDOUHSUHVHQWDWLRQWRµDPDWHXU¶XVHUVRUGLQDU\SHople (as opposed 
to porn stars) who knowingly produce and distribute public representations of their sex lives 
online. Within the endless amateur porn genres available are those that also depict forms of 
public sex, exhibitionism and voyeurism, doubling the publicness (and doubly sexualizing it). 
Even here, however, we can find interesting moments where intentional publicness is 
disrupted by the unplanned or unintentional. To take one example: a popular subgenre of 
amateur public sex videos online is footage of public masturbation ± an update on the older 
SUDFWLFHRIµIODVKLQJ¶+HUHERWKPHQDQGZRPHQDUHILOPHGRIWHQE\WKHPVHOYHVHQJDJLQJ
in public exposure/nudity which then leads to acts of autoerotic stimulation. A prominent set-
XSLVPDVWXUEDWLQJLQRQH¶VSDUNHGFDUZKLOHSDVVHUV-by cross the field of vision. For men in 
these films, the possibility of being seen by a passer-by clearly heightens the sexual frisson, 
often provoking ejaculation (the usual payoff in such films). In an interesting twist on this 
recurrent set-up, in one video KRVWHGRQDPDMRUSRUQZHEVLWHZLWKSOHQW\RIµDPDWHXU¶
content, ZHVHHDPDQ¶VWRUVRDQGHUHFWSHQLVVHDWHGLQKLVFDU¶Vfront passenger seat with the 
window wound down. The camera does not capture his face, but does let us see the faces of 
people walking past. Most passers-by either do not look or pretend not to have seen, until two 
young women walk by, clearly seeing into the car, and then return, smartphones in hand, 
giggling. They proceed to film the masturbating man ± and this evidently disrupts his 
performance, as the expected pay-off is foreclosed and the film ends abruptly. 
 
This short video raises a number of interesting issues: the man wants to be seen, but wants 
µRZQHUVKLS¶RIWKHUHSUHVHQWDWLRQSHUKDSVWRPDLQWDLQDQRQ\PLW\+HH[SHFWVSDVVHUV-by to 
have their (public) decency outraged, but is himself distXUEHGE\WKH\RXQJZRPHQ¶V
response, both their laughter and their filming of his filming of his masturbation. This is a 
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representation he cannot own or control, one that risks exposure of his identity and 
circulation that he does not authorize (maybe even into the hands of the police, or for its own 
form of revenge porn). He wants to be caught on his own camera, not on theirs. The presence 
of this video on the porn site, among many others that are not disrupted by an unruly 
onlooker, shows that there is still the promise of sexual pleasure in the scene that unfolds; it is 
not framed as a warning, but simply uploaded among many other public masturbation videos. 
Maybe the extra filming in some ways adds to the sexual charge, adding the thrill of 
unauthorized YR\HXULVPDQGFRQILUPLQJWKHµUHDOLW\¶RIWKHGHVLUHIRUH[KLELWLRQLVPRQWKH
PDQ¶VSDUW 
 
This question ± RIZKRILOPVDQGZKDWWKLVPHDQVIRUWKHµVH[OLIH¶RIWKHLPDJH± has 
become central to discussions of the sexualization of surveillance. On the one hand, the 
increasing presence of surveillance technologies in public space renders public sex 
increasingly filmable, with various consequences from repurposing as porn to use as evidence 
(McGrath, 2004). And, while some have argued for the need to regulate surveillance and 
protect privacy, others have suggested that exhibitionism and voyeurism can be seen 
precisely as responses to surveillance that, by sexualizing it, challenge its representational 
power (Bell, 2009; Koskela, 2003). ,QPXFKWKHVDPHZD\DV*HRUJH0LFKDHO¶Vµ2XWVLGH¶
sought to take back surveillance and turn it into pop culture, the subgenre of surveillance porn 
can be seen to tackle head-on the intrusions of surveillance into our lives, not by hiding but 
by (over-)exposing ourselves. Even that potent symbol of surveillance penetration today, the 
drone, has been repurposed as a sexual technology, not least in the porn movie Drone Boning 
(2014). Here, staged scenes of public sex, often in remote and natural settings such as 
beaches, are captured using aerial camera drones. More artfully made than the endless 
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µFDXJKW-on-&&79¶IRRWDJHRISXEOLFVH[Drone Boning gives us a new chapter in the 
ongoing story of the interplay of bodies, technologies and spaces in public sex. 
 
The role of technologies in mediating or enabling forms of public sex is, in fact, a popular 
theme in contemporary analyses, given the increasing interpenetrations of sex and 
technology, especially information and communications technologies such as the personal 
computer, internet and smartphone. These technologies have been both adopted into pre-
existing sexual cultures, including those centred on public sex, and created new forms of 
sexual practice. When Richard Tewksbury (2008) sought to uncover the types of public sex 
environments used by MSM in the USA, he turned on his computer and headed to 
www.cruisingforsex.comXVLQJWKHZHEVLWH¶VPDQ\SRVWLQJs to typologize and quantify PSEs 
state by state. And interviewees in Dogging Tales repeatedly talk about the role of the 
internet and especially smartphones in organizing dogging activities, although at least one 
bemoans the loss of spontaneity caused by excessive pre-planning online. So while 
technology has in some senses democratized public sex ± it is far easier to find out where to 
go cruising online than it was in a pre-internet era reliant on secret knowledge ± some critics 
have argued that it has also led for various forms of privatization of public sex. 
 
Mobile media such as smartphones have brought numerous technological affordances to the 
organizing of public sex encounters, notably those around location-awareness: mobile phones 
with GPS technology provide data about the geographical location of the user, and this has 
been bundled together with the self-presentation practices of online dating in mobile apps 
such as Grindr and Tinder. Both apps (the first aimed at the gay user, the second for 
heterosexuals) enable users to identify potential dates/sexual partners by proximity as well as 
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personal attributes (visibilized in a profile photograph). Grindr thereby enables cruising via 
smartphone, enabling users to select a potential sexual partner who is known to meet 
selection criteria but who is also, crucially, easily accessible by being local. Some critics 
worry this has led to the demise of gay bars and PSEs as people meet first online and then at 
home: there is no need to waste (and money) time cruising bars or travelling around cottages 
like Frank in Taxi Zum Klo. The app allows the user to find a match and arrange to meet 
without leaving home (Blackwell et al, 2015). At the same time, using a mobile app like 
Grindr makes the everyday movements of ordinary life ± commuting to work, going to the 
mall ± into sexual possibilities, as the app constantly located other proximate users. As 
Licoppe et al (2016, 2) summarize: 
 
By combining the kind of immediate availability that was the mark of public 
spaces colonized by male homosexuals for sexual purposes with the spatial 
disembedding of spatial contexts afforded by online social networks, Grindr can 
EHDUJXHGWRµDIIRUG¶DQGµSULYDWL]H¶TXLFNVH[XDOHQFRXQWHUVZLWKVWUDQJHUV
harnessing daily mobilities as a resource for this process, and deeply reshaping 
the urban experience of that particular community along the way. 
 
6XFKPRELOHVSRQWDQHLW\DQGµSULYDWL]HG¶VH[XDOHQFRXQWHUVKDYHUHFHQWO\EHHQEURXJKW
together with practices of sexualized drug use and group sex among men in a sexual culture 
known variously DVµFKHPVH[¶RUµSDUW\DQGSOD\¶5DFH Practices such as mutual 
sexualized drug use shared over videoconferencing software continue to blur notions of 
public and private, giving us another example of the definitional ambiguity with which we 
opened this discussion. ,WVHHPVWKHUHDUHDOZD\VQHZZD\VWREULQJµSXEOLF¶DQGµVH[¶
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together, and new modes of presentation and representation of public sex. ³/HW¶VJRRXWVLGH´
DV*HRUJH0LFKDHOVDQJ³7DNHPHWRWKHSODFHVWKDW,ORYHEHVW´ 
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